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Cyberint’s CVE Intel module assigns a comprehensive risk score to each documented 
CVE and provides access to a library of open, deep and dark web intelligence on every 
vulnerability, allowing you to quickly understand the true risk profile of a given CVE and 
streamline prioritization for more a effective patch management program.



Challenge
In 2023, over 28,000 new entries were added 
to the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures 
(CVE) database, representing a 400% increase in 
new CVEs discovered annually in just 10 years. 
The exponential growth of software in enterprise 
environments, combined with a surge in CVE 
exploitation campaigns, has made vulnerability 
and patch management a difficult project. With 
limited resources available, security leaders face 
a challenge in deciding how to prioritize CVEs for 
remediation.

Solution
Cyberint’s CVE Intel module leverages open, 
deep and dark web intelligence, as well as 
industry standard scoring systems such as CVSS 
and EPSS, to accurately assess the risk of each 
CVE. The Cyberint risk score takes relevant 
threat intelligence, such as the availability of 
exploit code and evidence that the CVE has been 
exploited in the wild, into account. Alerts are 
issued in real-time when a new CVE is published 
for a technology that is running on one of your 
external digital assets. 

Improve visibility on all the software 
running in your external attack 
surface

Understand all the CVEs present in 
the software your organization is 
using

Leverage threat intelligence to 
see which CVEs are discussed in 
threat actor forums, have POC code 
available, or are actively exploited 
in the wild

Access a comprehensive and 
accurate risk score for every 
documented CVE

Effectively prioritize CVEs to ensure 
optimal impact and risk reduction 
from your patch management 
program 

Key Benefits:
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Improve Hygiene &  
Stay Secure

Improve your patch and 
vulnerability management 

processes to strengthen security 
posture and prevent breaches.

Prioritize CVEs  
To Optimize Resources 

Make the most of the resources  
you invest in patch management  

with effective and optimal 
prioritization of CVEs.

Quickly Eliminate  
Critical Risks

Understand which CVEs are  
creating the most risk for your 
organization so you can patch  

them immediately.

Understand The Software & Associated CVEs In Your Environment

Cyberint continuously and automatically discovers all your external IT assets, the technologies and version 
running on each asset, and any CVEs associated with the software you have deployed.

Gain Visibility  
On Technologies In Use

Discover your external attack surface 
and all of the software and services 
running on each of your Internet-

facing assets.

Know Where Software 
Is Running

Keep an up-to-date inventory  
of technologies to understand  
what software is running and  

on which assets.

Get An Overview Of  
Relevant CVEs

Gain a complete overview of 
 all the known CVEs in software 
running in your environment, as  

well as the risk scores.

Receive A Real-Time Alert When A New CVE Is Published

Cyberint issues an alert when an old technology with known CVEs is deployed on one of your assets or 
when a new CVE that affects a technology already running on one of your assets is published.

Stay Ahead Of 
Old Software & CVEs

Understand when an outdated 
software is deployed in your 

environment to know when new 
CVEs are introduced.

Know When A New CVE 
Is Revealed

Receive an alert when a new 
CVE is documented for a specific 

technology running on one of your 
external assets.

Stay Ahead  
of CVE Exploitation 

Research the CVEs in your attack 
surface to know which have public 
exploit PoCs, which are exploited in 

the wild, and so on.

Effectively Prioritize CVEs To Reduce Risk & Prevent Breaches
Cyberint helps you to accurately and comprehensively understand the risk that each CVE creates for your 
organization, helping you to optimize remediation efforts, reduce cyber risk, and stay secure.
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“Because we’re a small team, the Cyberint analysts are like an extension 

of us, which really helps from a risk management standpoint.” 

Evans Duvall, Cyber Security Engineer, Terex
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“We realized that Cyberint was much more than an EASM solution, it delivered 
much value with highly relevant intelligence from the deep and dark web.”
Benjamin Bachmann, Head of Group Information Security, Ströer

“Once we identified the need to address the risk of fraudulent websites and 
social profiles, I quickly realized we needed to handle this in a scalable manner. 
Our solution is to use Cyberint to help us automatically detect and takedown 
these threats.”

Ken Lee, IT Risk and Governance Manager at Webull Technologies

Read more in the customer case study.

Read more in the customer case study.

Read more in the customer case study.

About Cyberint
Cyberint, the Impactful Intelligence company, reduces risk by helping organizations detect and mitigate external cyber threats 
before they have an adverse impact. The Cyberint Argos platform’s patented technology provides superior visibility through 
continuous discovery of the evolving attack surface, combined with the automated collection and analysis of vast quantities 
of intelligence from across the open, deep and dark web. A team of global military-grade cybersecurity experts work alongside 
customers to rapidly detect, investigate, and disrupt relevant threats – before they have the chance to develop into major 
incidents. Global customers, including Fortune 500 leaders across all major market verticals, rely on Cyberint to protect 
themselves from an array of external risks, including vulnerabilities, misconfigurations, phishing, impersonation attacks, malware 
infections, exposed credentials, data leaks, fraud, and 3rd party risks. 

For more information visit: https://cyberint.com

Discover Cyberint with a personalized demo

Recognition As An Industry Leader From Trusted Analysts

https://e.cyberint.com/hubfs/Cyberint_%D0%A1ase_Study_Terex_Feb_2024.pdf
https://e.cyberint.com/hubfs/Cyberint_%D0%A1ase_Study_Str%C3%B6er_Feb_2024.pdf
https://e.cyberint.com/hubfs/Cyberint_%D0%A1ase_Study_Webull_Technologies_Feb_2024.pdf
https://l.cyberint.com/website-demo-request-page?utm_medium=abm&utm_campaign=mof&utm_content=datasheet

